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Located in Accrington, Mount Carmel Catholic High School 
embraces their mission to create a family of faith community 
and an effi cient environment for learning. 

They believe that investing in their sports facilities and surfaces 
will help their students strive for excellence, also giving an 
opportunity to explore their sporting skills.

The Wade Group were approached by the school and 
contacted Bradley Surfacing Systems, specialists in the design 
and installation of sport surfaces to discuss how they could 
transform the existing pitches to offer multiple pitches that 
could be utilised all year round. 

An artifi cial grass surface would give the school an outdoor area 
that could be employed all year and function as a Multi-Use 
Games Area (MUGA) for other sports including Netball, Football 
and Hockey.

Tom Bradley, Director at Bradley Surfacing Systems worked 
closely with the Wade Group and the school to ensure that the 
surface they chose would meet their requirements. 

Playrite’s Tournament EL was initially decided upon as the 
main sports surface, with the addition of Playrite’s Matchpad 
underneath to help protect against falls and also reduce ball 
bounce which is needed for sports such as Football. 

Multi-Use Case Study

Tournament EL is an excellent playing surface for sports, 
available with inlaid lines to mark out a range of different 
sports. A great all year round product that will maximise your 
sporting needs to full potential.

Tom Bradley at Bradley Surfacing Systems recently discussed 
his thoughts on Playrites Tournament EL surface and 
commented “The quality of the surfaces manufactured by 
Playrite, provides our clients with the low maintenance and 
highly durable solution they need to have a long lasting and 
effective MUGA pitch and we strive to recommend their 
products where possible.”


